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PAVIFLEX
GYM FLOORING
The Gym Flooring Specialist

PaviFLEX is the main spanish gym flooring producer. More than 35 years producing rubber and
EVA sheets provides us the right knowledge to offer the best flooring solution for each sport activity.
The best floor for each activity, so comfortable that anyone could train barefoot on it. Produced in Spain
with a high density powerful non-marking virgin rubber, PaviFLEX flooring is so elastic that will return the
energy of the impact and will reduce the risk of injuries when training. It is made for intensive use so it
is resistant and durable as no other in the market, it absorbs the impacts acting as an excellent acoustic
isolation material, with the optimum friction coefficient for each sport activity. It is water proof, very
easy to clean and maintain, and the installation is really easy, just puzzle interlock the tiles on a clean
and plain surface, you do not need to glue. PaviFLEX is fully customizable in colors, finishings and markings
with insertions so they will never go away.
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GROUPS

SUPERVISED ACTIVITIES

PaviFLEX AEROBIC PRO, developed for all
type of group activities. It is exceptional flooring for Aerobic zones and use
of light equipment.

07
FITNESS EQUIPMENT
& INDOOR CYCLING

PaviFLEX Fitness is the best flooring
for standard fitness areas with cardio
equipment and indoor cycling.

11
CARDIO

INTENSIVE USE

PaviFLEX Fitness PRO is the professional flooring for all type of strength areas with cardio equipment for
intensive use where it is required the
reduction of noise and vibrations.
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77 TRAINING EDUCATION

STRENGTH

HIGH INTENSITY

PaviFLEX Fitness Xtreme is, probably,
the best gym flooring. Exclusively
developed to provide the highest
performance for strength areas, free
weights and Cross Training.

79 INSTALLATION | 3D
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CERTIFICATES
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PAVIFLEX
WOLDWIDE

28
CROSS

TRAINING

Fitness XtremeECO is our more competitive flooring, with a right price,
it is perfect for the practice of Cross
Training and other strength disciplines
with heavy equipment.
paviflexgymflooring.com

33
FUNCTIONAL
TRAINING

Choose one of our Training Programs or
just create yours. There are no limits to
enjoy while training.

HEADQUARTER
SPAIN

POL. IND. FAIMA
CTRA. MURCIA - ALICANTE KM. 49,100
03330 CREVILLENTE (ALICANTE)
Tel. 0034 965 403 300
info@paviflex.es
www.paviflex.es

55
MARTIAL
ARTS

Tatami PRO produced by PaviFLEX
provides the perfect balance for the
feet and protects against falling,
allowing the highest level of flow in
the movements.

66
INDIVIDUAL
MATS

Made with Premium EVA, the PaviFLEX
mats are tremendously comfortable, resistant and durable.
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MEXICO

DEALERS

73
INTERACTIVE
TRAINING
LedFLEX is the fitness interactive tool
for training. Enjoy with our Interactive
Fitness Programs.
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USA
PORTUGAL
FRANCE
NORWAY
SWEDEN
DENMARK
FINLAND
SWITZERLAND
BELGIUM
INDIA
QATAR
SINGAPORE
...

GROUPS

SUPERVISED ACTIVITIES
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Dance
Step
BodyPump
Jumping
Aerobic
Zumba
Pilates

AEROBICPRO
PaviFLEX Aerobic PRO has been specially developed for all type of supervised activities.
It is an exceptional flooring for aerobic areas where you also need to use equipment.
AEROBIC PRO is made with the optimal density to increase the balance, absorb the impact and reduce the
athlete’s fatigue helping to the energy restoration, getting the regularity of rebounds and reducing the risk of
injuries when training.
This is a floor with an optimum friction coefficient for
exercises where the athlete movement is the most important.

Aerobic PRO is available in a wide range of colors, including the wood effect and the marble effect. The installation does not require glue, just puzzle interlock the tiles
on the existing clean and plain surface.
Aerobic PRO can be customized with any logo, marking
or design, so everyone can create their own corporate
space.

It is water proof and it does not absorb water or sweat,
so it is a really easy to clean and maintain floor.
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MULTIFUNCTION ROOM FOR NEXAFIT

Produced in Aerobic PRO Marble Carbono with inserted logo in Blue color.8

The Gym decided to use AEROBIC PRO…

· Long lasting floor
· Excellent grip
· High performance
· Customization
· Elegant design
· Easy to clean and maintain
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FITNESS

EQUIPMENT & INDOOR CYCLING
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Flooring developed for
standard fitness zones with
several colours and finishes.

FITNESS
PaviFLEX Fitness is exceptional flooring for standard fitness areas with cardio and indoor cycling.

Made with 100% virgin rubber of the highest quality, it is a long lasting
floor, resistant and flexible at the same time. Thanks to PaviFLEX newest
vulcanization process, Fitness is produced with the right properties to support the cardio equipment, decrease the vibrations and reduce the noise of
dumbbells.
PaviFLEX Fitness do not absorb water, nor sweat, it is water proof anti-bacterial, so it does not smell and it is really easy to clean. It is available in
a wide range of colors, including the wood and the marble effect colors. Its
installation is so easy as puzzle interlock the tiles.
PaviFLEX Fitness can be customized as per customer request with any logo,
marking or design, so each fitness center is different and will stand out from
the others.
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PaviFLEX FITNESS is the best solution...

· Resistant and versatile
· Acoustic Isolation
· Reduce vibrations
· Elegant design
· Water proof
· Easy to clean
· Non marking floor
· Customization
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GYM BOUTIQUE IN FRANCE FOR BELLE VIE
Elegant combination of PaviFLEX Fitness Grey and logo inserted in Beige
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Fitness room made with FITNESSeco for...

· Competitive price
· Excellent grip
· Water proof
· Easy installation
· Acoustic Isolation
· Non marking
· Customization

FUNCTIONAL FITNESS ROOM

PaviFLEX FITNESSeco blackstone with inserted markings in White and Blue.
14

FITNESSECO
The most Eco Friendly
and price wise flooring
FITNESSeco is 100% compatible with
PaviFLEX Fitness, so you can highlight the
rooms with functional training markings in
any color, easy optimization of the budget.

PaviFLEX FITNESSeco is the exceptional flooring at the right price.
Not only this is a price wise product, but also this
is PaviFLEX respectful contribution with the environment. Fitness Eco is produced using the scraps
of our Fitness flooring production, we recycle and
produce again, so we obtain an Eco product with
the same properties as our Premium product, but
less expensive.
The Fitnesseco surface is water proof, as it is made
of compact virgin rubber that do not allow the water or the sweat to penetrate, therefore the product
do not smell and it will keep the same appearance
much longer than others. Fitness Eco is really easy
to clean and maintain using just water and non
abrasive soap for daily cleaning.
Fitnesseco is produced in different spotted colors:
Blackstone, Grey, Terra, Viola and Granite, but it
can also be produced as per customer request, for
instance with Red dots or Yellow dots.

FITNESSPRO
PaviFLEX has developed a new flooring for all type of strength areas with heavy cardio and intensive
use equipment, where it is needed to reduce noises, vibrations and absorb the impacts of dumbbells and
weights.
Specially designed for intensive use workout areas and rooms with a heavy transit of users and heavy equipment.
Produced with a powerful virgin rubber of the highest density, it is a non marking floor, resistant and long lasting as
no other. Absorbs the impacts acting as a perfect acoustic isolation material with the optimum friction coefficient
for the best grip performance.

Fitness PRO has an extraordinary
grip, it is flexible, comfortable and
fire resistant.
The interlocking system makes the
installation as easy as just place
the tiles on existing solid, clean and
plain surface and puzzle interlock
the tiles without any glue.
Fitness PRO can be customized with
any logo, design or marking. The
markings are inserted with rubber
of different color, so they will never
disappear when using the floor.

Room with more than 500m2
surface, with a central island
of Fitness PRO orange for
heavy equipment and external
perimeter in Marble gray.
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Cardio room fully equipped with Fitness PRO in Marble
Grey and Light Blue, creating two atmospheres very well
integrated. This is a high resistant surface that reduces
the vibration of the equipment and acts as an acoustic
isolation for the building. It is water proof so it do not
absorbs water or sweat.

CARDIO
17

INTENSIVE USE

TRAINING ROOM WITH CARDIO EQUIPMENT IN INDIA
Nice combination of FitnessPRO in wengue wood imitation color
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Customer decided Fitness PRO for...

· High resistance
· Strength and cardio use
· Undersoil protection
· Design and elegance
· Puzzle automatic cutting for
perfect interlocking
· Waterproof
· Non marking
· Easy maintenance
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FREE
WEIGHTS
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FITNESSPROECO
Fitness PROeco is a price wise compact product with exceptional properties.
PaviFLEX Fitness PROeco is the less expensive and the best sustainable solution for the gym. It is produced with recycled material of our Premium
products, becoming a greatest choice when looking for a free weights and
heavy equipment resistant flooring.
The highest density of the compact virgin eco rubber makes our Fitness Proeco
to absorb impacts, support the heaviest equipments and reduce vibration and
noises.
It is water proof, it does not absorb water or sweat, so it is really easy to
clean and maintain with water and non abrasive soap.

ECOFriendly
A sustainable product fully customizable that works perfect together with Fitness PRO for highlighting areas with logos, designs and
markings.
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FIT ALTENHOLZ IN GERMANY

Intensive use training room and strength area powered with Fitness PROeco and sprint tracks in customized TurFLEX Green.
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Customer decided to use Fitness PROeco for...

· Price wise product
· Excellent grip
· Long lasting
· Subsoil protection
· Acoustic Isolation
· Water proof
· Easy maintenance
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STRENGTH
HIGH INTENSITY
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FITNESSXTREME
Resistance & Elegance
PaviFLEX Fitness Xtreme is, probably, the best gym flooring in the market. Exclusively
developed to provide the highest performance in strength zones, free weights areas
and CrossTraining rooms, this floor fits perfectly with the intensive use.
The surface design combined with
the composition of the rubber provides the non slip properties needed
for strength workouts. The optimum
friction coefficient to obtain the
best traction and the highest density to get the exceptional impact
absorption.
A floor really easy to install. Water
proof and anti bacterial, it is really
easy to maintain.
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Available in a wide range of colors,
including wood and marble effects,
any color can also be produced per
customer request.
Fully customizable with any logo,
design or marking, so customers
can create their own atmosphere to
stand out from the rest.

55 BOX PARK
Strength area and Power Lifting zone of 5x5 meters with Fitness PROeco and Fitness Xtreme Marble Pearl
with an inserted Evo Ladder in Black.

The Box decided Fitness Xtreme for...

· Compact rubber 100%
· No smells
· Non slip
· Impact absorption
· Subsoil protection
· Acoustic Isolation
· Easy maintenance
· Long lasting
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FITNESSXTREMEECO
With a competitive price, this is the ideal flooring for CrossTraining and other activities with heavy equipment. Produced for impact absorption and reducing vibrations.
Produced with the scraps of our Premium flooring, the
Fitness Xtremeeco product has been specifically developed
for intensive use, providing the best performance to the
most demanding athletes.
It is a non slip floor, so it is perfect also for functional
training when requiring the right traction for reaction,
speed, agility… It is made with a high density virgin compact rubber for getting the best properties in regards with
impact absorption, weights resistance, vibrations reduction, heavy equipment supporting and acoustic isolation
features.
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CROSS
29

TRAINING

The box decided Fitness Xtremeeco

· High resistance
· Acoustic Isolation
· Non slip
· Strength use
· Subsoil protection
· Design
· Waterproof
· Non marking floor
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CEES CROSS LIFE

Nice combination of Fitness Xtremeeco in Black
31 and Grey to highlight the different workouts zones

FUNCTIONAL
TRAINING
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ZONNAX
ENJOY
while training
Choose one of our training circuits or just create your own
functional training circuit. There is no limit for customization
and design on functional markings on the floor.

The markings of ZONNAX functional training circuits are made with
insertions of same rubber in different colors, so the markings will
never disappear.
Design yourself the functional area you wish and provide your users
with original training programs and a modern nice visual of floors and
walls.
In our catalogue we offer you the most useful functional training markings where you can workout many different programs of speed, reaction, coordination, agility, balance, rhythm or strength, and we invite
you to send to us your own idea to help you making it real.

We show you how to use Zonnax
with Functional Training programs
developed by We FitAcademy.
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FUNCTIONALMARKING
We can customize your own Functional Training zone.
EVO LADDER
For exercises where agility plays a big role and also for measure progression. Ladders are a great training tool for sports where agility plays
a big role. Ladders are perfect to practice fast feet exercises are used on a regular basis. Markings on the floor save space when it comes
to setting up and taking down this type of equipment. They can also be a great indicator for positioning of similar pieces of kit like mini
hurdles making sure they are all spaced evenly. Ladder markings can be also made on the floor to allow trainers to measure progression in
areas like flexibility and explosivity.

HOOPS
For positioning and more. Hoops, dots or spots, are a type of marking that seems really simple and straightforward, but it’s not until you
really think about it that you realise that to utilise them properly takes a bit of imagination. The simplest way of incorporating them into
training is using core strength exercises. To do this, you can essentially treat the hoops, hands and feet can be forced into various positions
while engaging the core to hold a secure position whether this is using set movement combinations or variations on plank, press-up or
stretching positions. Another idea would be to use hoops for ‘fast-feet’ exercises or agility and speed movements that are commonplace in
many sport specific warm-ups and conditioning circuits.

METRE
Measure the distance between user and equipment, for instance TRX. The key function of simple metre lines markings would normally be to
measure the distance between the user and some piece of equipment in order to make sure you’re working in the best position. For examples
an area where there is a suspension system TRX, cable machine or resistance band workout taking place. The lines can be used to measure
the progression or breaking down of suspension training exercises. Metre will also be useful for measure the distance when jumping.

SPRINT TRACK

2

1

3

4

For guiding and designate a floor space for specific exercises. The sprint track is something that, despite the name, is probably not frequently for sprinting in a gym environment. More common uses of a sprint track, within a functional gym, would be for walking exercises
like lunges or farmer’s walks to mark out the route for safety. Depending on the flooring type, a sprint track might also be used for sled
work or tyre flips, again to mark out a safe route and distance for the user.

COMPASS
For exercises where there are lots of twisting and rotational movements as a reference point. The function of a compass marking would
generally be similar to the Square for exercises where there are lots of twisting and rotational movements. It can offer more detailed
guides to the user about the angles and positions their body should be in. ViPR loaded movement training is a type of exercise that utilises
these rotational, lateral and medial movements which, can be assisted in the early stages with a compass as a reference point on the floor.
Compass stations these can be ideal for marking out foot and hand positions and the progressions users can make by changing these.
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PERSONAL
35

TRAINING

CLUB DEPORTIVO SQUASH
ZONNAX 66 Station for 8 people training at the same time in 3636square meters.

ZONNAX 66

Fitness PROeco blackstone with
white and lime marks includes:
· 2 Evo Compass
· 2 Square Flex
· 1 Evo Hoops
· 1 Evo Ladder
· 1 Feet Position
· 1 SlideFlex
· 3 Training Programs
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OUTRACE
Functional training area for Outrace equipment in Fitness PRO Black with white marking
and surrounded with Marble Pearl
38

39

40

F6 SPORT AND WELLNESS SALERNO
Functional area fully customized
for Omnia equipment as per Technogym request
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TURFLEX

EXCELLENCE/PREMIUM

Designed for intensive training, TurFLEX is UV resistant and a perfect solution for
sled work, and can be customized 100% by client request.
It offers a natural grass visual and its installation is really easy, you can use doble face tape
or just glue it to the floor. It is a nice and original alternative for your fitness center.
It is available in green, blue, red, black and pink, and marking can be done in all these colors
plus the white colour. We can insert your logo, your functional zone design or whatever you
can imagine combining all these colors.

INDOOR&OUTDOOR
Installations made with our TurFLEX provide a fresh and natural visual not only for indoor
rooms but also outdoor spaces. Original nice idea for the Fitness center.
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GRASS
43

ARTIFICIAL

PERSONAL TRAINERS RX
Sprintrack with the Gym logo in TurFLEX Excellence blue and white.
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TurFLEX Excellence...

· Resistant
· Functional
· Non Slip
· Comfortable
· Easy to maintain
· Customizable
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FIT ALTENHOLZ, GERMANY
Double Sprint Track in Premium TurFLEX green with white marking
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TurFLEX Premium is...

· High resistant
· Long Lasting
· Nice looking
· Easy installation
· Non slip
· Comfortable
· Waterproof
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TurFLEX Premium for outdoor because...

· UV resistant & Water Proof
· Long Lasting
· Fresh and nice looking
· Easy installation
· Non Slip
· Comfortable
· Easy to maintain

OUTDOOR BOX FOR EPIC GYM
Outdoor Box in TurFLEX Premium with Sprint Track and white marks.
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49

ACOUSTIC
ISOLATION
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the guardian of
SILENCE

MAT030

Perfect flooring for acoustic isolation. Developed for all intensive use activity
with heavy equipment and freeweights, including Cross Training. It has been
developed for acoustic isolation thanks to the type of raw material used in its
vulcanization. MAT 030 reduces more than 27 dB as per Norm ISO 10140, this
is the guardian of silence for your gym. MAT 030 is also an excellent shock
absorbing floor for impacts.

PORTABLE BOARD

POWERFLEX

Specifically developed as the acoustic isolation solution for urban gyms, this
flooring is nowadays one of the most important products for PaviFLEX.
MAT 030 is available in solid colors and can be produced with rough surface
or plain surface. It is produced in large tiles puzzle interlocking for an easy
installation that do not need to be glued.
It is fully customizable with any logo, design or marking.
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MAT030 is...

· Perfect for acoustic isolation
· Vibration reduction
· High resistant
· Long Lasting
· Water proof
· Optimum Friction Coefficient
· Easy cleaning
· Easy installation

BARE TRENING URBAN GYM, NORWAY
Installation with MAT0 30 Grey for strength zone in an urban gym.
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CONFORTSONIC

ACOUSTIC

ISOLATION SUBSOIL

CONFORTSONIC is the specific solution from PaviFlex to reduce the structural
vibrations and acoustic transmissions caused by the free fall of weight on
the ground.
The Confortsonic tiles have been developed to be installed under the floor,
substantially increasing the acoustic protection and soundproofing of the
room. It is a valid product for floor and wall, and its presentation in tiles four
sides puzzle means that it does not need to be glued.
The precision of the cutting of the interlocking puzzle, prevents the sound
from proliferating between the joints and bouncing the vibrations towards
the surface, contributing to an extra noise reduction of 27 dB (according to
ISO 10140), in addition to the absorption produced by the floor installed on
its surface.
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MARTIAL
ARTS

TATAMIPRO
‘Only the braves will absorb the impacts to
gradually return the generated energy’

Tatami PRO produced by PaviFLEX provides the perfect balance
and protect against falls, allowing the highest level of flow in the
movements.

KICK BOXING
KARATE
AIKIDO
JIU-JITSU
BOXING

Tatami PRO absorbs the impacts from the body when falling and returns the bounce. With
a padded surface but solid for the right movements and the right support for the feet.
It is totally water proof and doesn’t absorb any sweat. Really easy to clean. It is available
in a lot of different colors and you can choose two different surfaces: plain surface and
bubble surface for non-slip, with four sides puzzle interlocking for an easy installation that
you don’t need to glue to the floor.
Tatami PRO is fully customizable with logos, markings or designs.
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Tatami PRO for FightClub...

· Excellent bounce.
· Shock absorption
· Non slip
· Water proof
· Easy cleaning
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FIGHT CLUB - HOME OF THE CHAMPIONS
Fight Club room in Germany with Tatami
57 PRO customized in Grey with Black and Red marking

YOGA
Fire resistant
Thermal Isolation
Water proof
Non Slip
Comfortable

Premium flooring created for
activities and exercises where it is
needed to use the floor as a carpet,
without individual mats, for stretching and others like: Yoga, Pilates,
Bodymind…

PaviFlex YOGA provides thermal isolation and the touch of the surface is
comfortable. It provides the right balance between density and hardness to
do flooring exercises and stretching.
Water proof, it does not absorb water or sweat, so it does not smell and it is
really easy to clean. With an easy installation, you can place the tiles on the
existing surface and just puzzle interlock them without glue.
Available in a wide range of colors, the PaviFlex YOGA can be highlighted with
logo, design or marking as per customer request.
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BODY
59

& MIND

KIDS

KINDERGARDENS, PLAYROOMS & HOME
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JUNIOR
Awarded CE standard and guaranteed by the National Kids
Security Association.
PaviFlex JUNIOR helps to kids development at every stage, acting as
a safety net and allowing children to free develop their motor skills.
Its bright colours stimulates the senses. It is waterproof and protects
the kids from direct contact with the floor. It has thermal isolation
properties.
It is available in a lot of different colours and you can choose two different surfaces: plain surface and bubble surface. With four sides puzzle
interlocking for an easy installation, you don’t need to glue to the floor.
It is fully customizable with designs, logos and markings.
Our Junior flooring is also available for final consumers and home use at:

www.lubabymats.com
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LUBABYMATS.COM is the custom solution for
home:

· SECURE
· CE CERTIFICATED
· EXTRA PADDED
· PROTECTS AGAINS FALLS
· THERMAL ISOLATION
· COLORFUL
· WATERPROOF
· EASY TO CLEAN
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LUBABYMATS PADDED FLOOR FOR HOME
Beige
63 and Grey kids flooring with nice designed surface

TRANSIT

RECEPTIONS AND CORRIDORS
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TRANSITFLEX

For receptions, corridors, offices and lockers.
TransitFLEX is heterogeneous vinyl sheet which features realistic wood
grains. Offering a High Commercial rating, TransitFLEX range is robust
enough to be installed in areas of high traffic whilst still complimenting almost any interior.
Easy to clean with and impervious surface that allows a quick and easy
cleaning of spills and soiling. It is a low maintenance flooring, protective polyurethane reduces initial and ongoing maintenance and increases
scuff resistance. No need to apply polish.
Waterproof and high resistance surface for intensive transit areas it is
also suitable for group activities rooms.
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INDIVIDUALMATS
Produced with Premium EVA, the PaviFlex exercise mats are extremely resistant, durable and comfortable.
PaviFlex MATS provide the needed comfort when doing individual flooring
exercises. They are really easy to store in the wall hangers available.
The surface is waterproof and they do not absorb water or sweat, so there
is no smell and they are really easy to clean. Closed-cell material prevents
sweat from seeping into the mat. Non slip ultra-dense mats for extra comfort and cushioning with sufficient thickness that provides comfort in the
support of knees, elbows, hands, back or buttocks.
They are non toxic, emissions free manufacturing, anti-bacterial and CE
product. MATS are available in multiple colors, dimensions and thicknesses
and the can be customized with your Fitness Center Logo.
Our mats are sold for end consumers at:

www.bootymats.com

Available colors:
BLUE, ORANGE, RED, VIOLET, BROWN, GREEN,
BLACK, GREY, BRONZE AND PINK.
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FLOOR
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EXERCISES

SLIDEFLEX
It is time for slide. At PaviFlex we have created a large slide platform.
An original solution for Fitness centers and Personal Training Studios.
A new way of training, effective
and different, that allows to train
combining exercises to increase the
muscle toning of abdomen, arms, buttock and legs.
This workout reduces the risk of injuries as it is a friction activity that
is being added to multiple sport training programs for elite athletes and
also to rehab programs.

Slide platform fully customizable as
per customer request with any image, logo or lettering.
Includes hand pads, feet pads and
padded mat for knee support and
training programs.

We also provide
training programs on
SlideFLEX developed
by We FitAcademy
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SLIDE
69

TRAINING

SlideFLEX by PaviFlex is...

· Portable
· Very slippery
· Large surface
· 100% customizable
· Nice design
· Accessories
· Training programs included
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SLIDEFLEX PLATAFORM
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Built-in a functional training circuit

INTERACTIVE
TRAINING
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LEDFLEX
LedFLEX is a interactive fitness system that allows to take your
fitness room to another level with a simple technology. Just press
PLAY and begin to train.

PORTABLEWIFI
LedFLEX converts any part of your Fitness center in an intelligent interactive
tool with multiple functionalities.
The LED lights are inserted in the PaviFlex flooring, also in the walls, and
they have proximity sensors, so they can be used with feet, hands or any
sport accesories like balls, boxing gloves, etc.
You can create your own Interactive Training program in a few minutes and
save it. The installation is so easy as just puzzle interlock the PaviFlex
flooring and insert the lights, connecting them to a wifi signal provided by a
router (included). Switching on the tablet or your cellphone and running the
app is all you need to start training with LedFLEX.
LedFLEX is fully customizable as per customer request. It is available with
wifi system (portable) and also wired for fitness rooms.
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LedFLEX built-in functional zone:

Interactive system wired and
controlled with Touch Stations
Functional training circuit with
wired interactive lights that is installed just with puzzle interlocking
tiles.
· Training programs available
· Easy installation and maintenance

LEDFLEX TRAINING AREA
Large room with LedFLEX built-in Functional training circuit

LEDFLEXMOOD
Create an original and colorful training environment.
differentiating your fitness room with a touch of luminosity.
LedFlex Mood is a decorative system that gives a very original and dynamic look to workouts. Attenuate the light of
the room and let your users be taken away by the multicolored ambient.
Incorporate LedFlex Mood to your Zonnax and get it to interact with the lighting to create more dynamic and fun
workouts.
With a very simple wiring system installed, the LedFlex Mood provides distinction to your center with original functional training spaces for groups and personal training.

MULTICOLORED

DECORATIVE LED LIGHTS

LedFlex Mood 44 in Studio1, Madrid.
Decorative system of RGB led lights in Zonnax Square 4x4 m on FitnessECO blackstone and Confortsonic subsoil to reduce the
sound and vibrations of this center located in the heart of the city.
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TRAINING
EDUCATION
Discover a new training experience.
Increase your resources and maximize your incomes with We FitAcademy.
The fitness market is continuously growing, the evolution of training techniques and the new developments need to
be added to your center. You can increase the know-how and capabilities of your personal trainers with the specific
education provided by We FitAcademy in all the different programs available.
We FitAcademy provides a global training concept that is adaptable to all levels of physical condition and is helping
to create innovative ways to get your customers in shape through personal training programs and group activities
classes. You will learn within a complete education course all the possibilities that fitness training offers.

TRAINING
PROGRAMS...
You will know all about the basic concepts but also you will learn the key
techniques to ensure a secure, effective and functional training adapted to
your goal, age and physical condition. If you are willing to take your fitness
sessions to the next level improving the strength, resistance and flexibility
of your customers, keep in mind to add We FitAcademy programs to your
center.
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We Dance
We Combat
We Functional
We Boxing
We Slide
We Fit

INSTALLATION
The accuracy of our automatic cutting machines provide a
perfect puzzle interlocking joins.
All PaviFLEX rubber products are produced in tiles four sides puzzle that
are really easy to install just placing the tiles on the existing plain,
solid and clean surface and puzzle interlock them without glue. Easy,
clean and fast.
The interlocking system of puzzle is cut with automatic cutting machines of ultimate technology providing an accurate shape that fit perfectly when joining them together.
The flexibility of our materials and how easy they can be manipulated
makes our flooring to be adapted in a simply way to all the elements
in the room like corners, pillars, doors, etc.
Although our flooring is really easy to install, we provide also the installation service. Our Installation team has a long experience of years
and hundreds of fitness centers built.

EASY
INSTALLATION

CUTFLEX PRO

ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY
AUTOMATIC CUTTING MACHINES
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3D

RENDER
It doesn’t matter how large is
your fitness center. We are more
than happy to send to you a 3D
so you can see your design idea
free of charge.
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PRODUCTS
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ZONNAX 88 includes:

· 4 Evo Compass
· 4 Evo Square
· 2 Evo Hoops
· 2 Evo Ladder
· 2 Feet Position
· 2 SlideFlex Customized
· 3 Training Programs

ARENA SPORT CLUB ALICANTE
ZONNAX 88 for 16 people
training in Fitness PRO orange with white marks
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CERTIFICATES
All flooring from PaviFLEX have been tested by athletes and professional coaches, and they reach the quality standards required by each sport and are certified in terms of the requirements of all current regulations in the industry.

DENSITY

HARDNESS

RES. TO IMPACT

UNE 53526

UNE 53130

EN 1517

FIRE RESISTANCE

WATER ABSORPTION

PAHs

PAH

PASS
ES 13501-1 Cfl-s2

ASTM D570

AfPS GS 2014:01 PAK

ACOUSTIC ISOLATION

COEF. OF FRICTION

ABRASSION RES.

ISO 10140

EN 13036-4

UNE 53527

TOXIC FREE

SECURITY

EUROPEAN CONFORMITY
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Distributed by

6 Manita House, Broad Avenue, Belle Rose,
Quatre Bornes 72208. Mauritius
T: (230) 5449 1700 | F: (230) 467 1314
info@alivesports.org | www.alivesports.org
a partner of

